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BERLINER CLUB LEGEND AND VOGUE NIGHTLIFE 
PHOTOGRAPHER IN UNFORGETTABLE EXHIBITION 
 
This spring, Swedish fashion brand Björn Borg presents a guide through nightlife around the world 
through an online exhibition on the theme Unforgettable Nights. Björn Borg has teamed up with 
Berghain profile Sven Marquardt and Vogue event photographer Pablo Frisk, world famous for 
their unique nightlife imagery.  
 
Sven Marquardt and Pablo Frisk are the key profiles around the launch of nightlife photography 
site www.unforgettablenight.com. The site is a digital exhibition wall for nightlife photographers 
from all around the world and will work as a photo feed available for anyone to join. It is a photo 
exhibition, a nightlife guide and a source of inspiration for people living unforgettable lives.  
 
FEBRUARY 15: Unforgettablenight.com is launched, presenting the legendary photographers 
Sven Marquardt and Pablo Frisk in two short films where they tell the story of their most 
unforgettable night and show a picture portraying that very same night.  
 
FEBRUARY 19th  – 26th March: A total of six new photographers, one per week, are launched. The 
photographers from Copenhagen, Paris, London, Milan, Stockholm and Amsterdam will showcase 
fifteen unique photos each, portraying their own unforgettable night spent in six different parts of 
the world.  Through their photos we will be able to compare the nightlife of the six different cities 
and the various ways to make a night unforgettable.  
 
#unforgettablenight  
The unforgettable night online exhibition is open for all nightlife enthusiasts to showcase photos 
from their own unforgettable nights. By hash tagging Instagram photos with #unforgettablenight 
they  will automatically be included in the unforgettable exhibition at unforgettablenight.com 
 
So let’s shine a light on those millions of people who embrace nightlife and capture great moments 
with the eye of their lens – professionally or just for fun!  
 
Björn Borg Party Pants 
Björn Borg Says JA! to Unforgettable nights is a celebration of its new underwear style PARTY 
PANTS. The perfect undies to wear for a night to remember. In each party pant there is a QR code 
that you can scan to join the competition for an unforgettable night.  
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BIOGRAPHIES & FACTS 
 
SVEN MARQUARDT 
In the video “#unforgettablenight with Sven Marquardt”, we get a peek into the otherwise secret parts of 
Berghain. Sven shows his outdoor photo studio completely made of old containers and lets us join in on a 
walk past a few of his favourite party scene places in Berlin – one of them from where his unforgettable photo 
was taken.  
 
Sven Marquardt is the mysterious phantom of Berghain, Berlin. From Thursdays to Mondays Sven is the face 
and curator of the famous nightclub that function as a mecca for electronic music lovers, from all around the 
world. During the rest of the week he recreates moments through photography, inspired by impressions from 
the weekend. As a profile and observer of the German underground party scene he collects fragments to 
create his melancholy black and white portraits. Sven initiated his career as a photographer in the eighties, by 
now he has both fashion and portrait pictures in his portfolio – as well as exhibitions and published books of 
his work. This is a man with a face covered in tattoos that has experienced all the unforgettable nights that 
most of us only dream about.  
 
www.marquardtfotografie.com 
 
PABLO FRISK 
The video “#unforgettablenight with Pablo Frisk” reveals the story of the photographer’s most unforgettable 
night during an after party at his penthouse in Williamsburg. We get to know the person behind the camera 
shooting high end fashion and nightlife photos in New York. While climbing up to his rooftop at dawn he 
shows us his special photo of top model Elsa Hosk,  from his most unforgettable night.  
 
Pablo Frisk, a young Swedish photographer based in New York, is the first photo student from International 
Center of Photography to ever get head hunted by Vogue the very same day he graduated. Pablo work with 
both on and off the record fashion shoots and covers both secret and official events for Vouge.com. His 
portfolio is filled with faces like Madonna, Ryan Gosling, Pedro Almodovar, Elsa Hosk and Patti Smith. His 
interest and passion for nightlife snapshot photography wer the key elements in his exhibition “We are the 
night” in Stockholm 2011, an exhibition of photos shot with 35 mm film. Pablo is a social night owl that often 
throws twisted after parties in his penthouse in Williamsburg. He is a visionary of the night and an intriguing 
contemporary photographer.  
 
www.pablofrisk.com 
 
THE SIX PHOTOGRAPHERS THAT WILL PRESENT THEIR UNFORGETTABLE NIGHTS 
  
THE MISS POPO, Feb 19, Copenhagen 
Originally from Russia, now based in Copenhagen The Miss Popo does fashion and beauty photography in 
the day, and covers the party scene during night. She captures the madness going on at popular hipster club 
DISCO DICK at Bakken, Copenhagen. Her edgy and confident personality makes her a prominent preserver 
of the night.  
 
ANIMALS, Feb 25, Paris 



 

 

The mysterious French collective consists of a group of young and talented graphic designers and 
photographers based in Paris. They preserve their lives, both day and night, with disposable cameras. The 
fact that they keep their identities quite anonymous reflects in their photos.   
 
SAM HISCOX, March 5, London 
As a freelance photographer based in Brighton and London, Sam captures nightlife in the UK and travels the 
world shooting for various magazines. His ambition is to capture unforgettable moments with his camera. 
With clients like American Apparel, Don’t Panic, Ophelia Fancy and Myspace his work has been published in 
Disorder, Brighton Source and Spindle Magazine.  
 
ELEONORA CARISI, March 12, Milan 
The Italian fashion enthusiast is the creator of the popular blog JouJouVilleroy.com where she spreads the 
word about fashion, events and lifestyle both editorial and through photos. Eleonora breathes fashion and is 
the owner of concept store “You You”, located in Turin. She is the girl that never leaves her apartment 
without her camera, always searching for interesting footage of both nightlife and fashion.  
 
Y + M, March 19, Stockholm 
The wild female duo, that never sleeps. They live, party and work together as photographers and DJ’s in 
Stockholm. Challenging the hours of the day Y+M attends the most glamorous events, decadent clubs and 
outrageous after parties. The duo covers nightlife photography for sites in the like of Tête-à-Tête, stureplan.se 
and radarmagazine.se. In their dark faux furs and platforms they play deep house, tech house and disco in 
clubs all over Stockholm, any day of the week.  
 
DENNIS BRANKO, March 26, Amsterdam 
The well-known face frequently spotted at the best clubs in Holland is referred to as an icon. Dennis covers 
the vibrant club scene in Amsterdam and has been shooting bands like Red Hot Chilli Peppers, Justice and 
The Cool Kids. His photos are perfectly composed yet perceived as effortless, portraying youth with an 
intriguing point of view. 
 
VIDEO	  SVEN:	  http://youtu.be/WQQibX-‐euDU	  
VIDEO	  PABLO:	  http://youtu.be/t1zOkCblwhc	  
	  
CAMPAIGN IMAGES at: press.bjornborg.com 
 
For press enquiries  
Pernilla Johansson, PR & Event Manager, Björn Borg AB. 
Phone: +46 8 506 655 13 
E-mail: pernilla.johansson@bjornborg.com 


